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An intra-linguistic approach to studying the grammar of the Celtic Languages
Andrew Carnie
University of Arizona
In this talk I will discuss the research results of the Celtic Language Group at the University of
Arizona and the results we have been able to use Sociolinguistic, Documentary,
Psycholinguistic, Acquisitional, Experimental, Corpus and Theoretical approaches to shine a
new lens on some classic problems in the grammar of the Celtic languages, including among
others, work that explores the deep nature of the initial consonant mutation systems that govern
so much of the grammar of these languages.
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Dialectal, Gender-Based and Cross-Generational Variation
in Negev Arabic Spatial Representations
Letizia Cerqueglini, Tel Aviv University, Department of Hebrew Language and Semitic Linguistics

I describe sociolinguistic variation in spatial representations across dialects, genders, and age
groups in Negev Arabic (NA; southern Israel). First described as one language (Blanc, 1970), NA
was reconsidered a koine of tribes with various origins (Henkin, 2010; Shawarbah, 2012) that
converged around the Negev since the seventeenth century (Bailey, 1985). Today, NA is defined
as a cluster of Northwestern Ḥijāzi Bedouin dialects spoken across Sinai, the Negev, and Jordan
(De Jong, 2000; Palva, 1991). NA variation is based on some morphological differences (Palva,
1984) and reflects the self-perception of NA tribal confederations (ʕAzāzmih, Gdērāt, Ẓullām,
Tarābīn, Tiyāha, and Maʕāniyyih). Their dialects are severely underdocumented.
I focus here on spatial representations, especially on spatial frames of reference (FoRs;
Levinson, 2003; Bohnemeyer, 2008). FoRs are cognitive and linguistic strategies used to project
coordinate systems onto spatial arrays to conceptualize and describe relations between an object
to be located (Figure, F) and a reference object (Ground, G) when ‘direction’ is necessary (Talmy,
2000). Coordinate systems can derive from G’s axial asymmetries (Intrinsic FoR), from the
Observer (Relative FoR) or from external bearings (Absolute FoR) (Levinson, 2003). I analyze the
relationship between FoRs in language and cognition across three NA generational varieties:
Traditional NA (TNA: speakers over age 65), Middle NA (MNA: speakers between age 65 and
45) and Young NA (YNA: speakers under age 45).
Linguistic tasks were developed based on ‘Man & Tree’ in Levinson et al. (1992). Within
each tribe, D(irector)-M(atcher) pairs were arranged so that each informant could interact as D and
M with representatives of other age groups. Women and men were tested in equal number in each
age and tribal group (200 informants) inside a tent, outside and away from the Negev. Individual
cognitive tasks (recall, recognition memory, transitive inference) follow Levinson (2003: 154–
169).
Tests prove striking dialectal differences: linguistic FoR varieties match phonological and
morphological dialectal boundaries. Gdērāt-TNA applies the three FoRs, according to a G’s
culture-specific ontology and shows gender-based variation: women use an Absolute-Intrinsic,
hybrid FoR inside the tent and anchor the Absolute FoR on local landmarks, while men use its
astronomical version. In Ẓullām-TNA, women anchor the north-south axis to the course of the
main river, with north being ‘up’ and south ‘down.’ Tiyāha-TNA women use ‘mountain’ and ‘sea’
for east and west, respectively; ʕAzāzmih-TNA merge north and west (ġarb).
Turning to cross-generational differences, in Gdērāt, TNA and YNA spatial languages are
so different as to prevent mutual understanding. MNA and YNA have lost Absolute FoR and Gs’
traditional ontology and use Relative and Intrinsic FoRs according to geometric and metric criteria,
similarly to European languages. In dialects other than Gdērāt, MNA and YNA speakers retain
Absolute FoR and slowly develop Intrinsic and Relative strategies, restricting the Intrinsic to Gman/woman and alternating between reflection and rotation in Relative FoR. Remarkably, in
cognitive tasks, TNA, MNA, and YNA of all tribes apply the Absolute FoR exclusively. GdērātYNA anchors it to local landmarks.

Linguistic and Cognitive Spatial Frames of Reference; Sociolinguistic Variation; Nomadic Arabic
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Have you got “gotten”?
the syntax and semantics of “have got”
Natasha Chemey∗
English splits into at least three dialectal categories with respect to have gotten and have got’s interpretations. In one of those dialects, the two constructions have distinct meanings, and we can call this the no
ambiguity dialect.
(1)

a.

I’ve got food.
“I am in possession of food, regardless of if I obtained it or not.”
I’ve gotten food.
“I have obtained food, regardless of whether I have possession of it.”

b.

(possession)
(obtaining)

The two other dialects have ambiguity in (1a). The first of these can still use gotten as a participle for the
obtaining meaning, but got allows both meanings; call it the got/gotten ambiguity dialect. The other dialect
can only use got for both possessive and obtaining meanings, and gotten is unavailable. As such, this last
group is the got ambiguity dialect.1
Interestingly, for most speakers, changing the tense or modality of a sentence with possessive have got
makes that sentence ungrammatical, as in (2):
(2)

a.
b.
c.
d.

This
* This
* This
* This

hamburger’s got cheese.
hamburger will have got cheese.
hamburger had got cheese.
hamburger might have got cheese.

(= the hamburger has cheese)

A notable exception to this rule is Scottish English, where some speakers accept past-tense and epistemic
modal modification of this construction.
For each of the dialects, it is perfectly fine to have negation attached to the noun phrase in a sentence
involving have got:
(3)

This hamburger’s got no cheese.

Furthermore, everyone agrees that separation of have from got with some adverbs is acceptable:
(4)

This hamburger’s only got cheese.

However, one subset of the no ambiguity dialect (where (1a) is unambiguous) doesn’t allow any other
separation of the have got unit, including by negation or by yes-no-question formation.
(5)

a.
b.

* This hamburger hasn’t got cheese.
This hamburger doesn’t have cheese.

(6)

a.
b.

* Has this hamburger got cheese?
Does this hamburger have cheese?

These facts pose four main problems:
Q1: What is the syntactic and semantic difference between the two forms of the present perfect of get?
∗ Department

of Linguistics, Rutgers University
dialects don’t line up exactly with major dialects, but it is clear that most speakers of non-American Englishes fall
into the third, got ambiguity, dialect.
1 These
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Q2: How can we explain the lack of tense and modality interaction in most dialects?
Q3: How can we account for the dialectal variation explored above?
Q4: What must differ between the analyses which permit separation of have got through negation or yesno-questions and those which don’t?
This research proposes that have got is made of two parts, which implies that have got is not an idiomatic unit, but instead can be explained compositionally. Such an analysis requires an account for the
possessive meaning of have got; past research (Pylkknen, 2002) has proposed a silent morpheme called the
Low Applicative which indicates the transfer of possession (such as in “Floyd gave Clyde coffee.”). This
research proposes that this same morpheme does not denote a transfer of possession, but solely possession,
and that it is voiced as get in the have got construction (cf. Harley, 2002). Additionally, an analysis of where
have fits into the syntax is necessary, and how this interacts with the dialectal data. For the strictest
no ambiguity dialect, it is proposed that have occupies all modal projections including the
epistemic head. In other dialects, this projection is lowered (cf. Portner, 2009).
Lastly, this analysis uses the syntax of sentences involving have got to examine its semantic content,
starting with the no ambiguity dialect. The denotations relevant for have got are in (7):
(7)
JhasAppl K = λfhi,hs,ztii λs[∃w : f (t0 )(w)(s)]
JgetAppl K = λxλyλt0 : t0 = t0 [possess(x)(y)(t0 )]
Jvstative K = λfhit,hi,hs,ztiii λt0 λwλs[be(f )(t0 )(w)(s)]
Here, have becomes a modal fixed in t0 , the time of utterance, and get expresses the possessive meaning.
Little v then acts as a stative verbalizer (where z is the type for states and s is a variable of that type).
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A Neutral Theory of Language Change
Robin Clark
Department of Linguistics
University of Pennsylvania
rclark@sas.upenn.edu
In this talk I will consider the contribution of random processes to language change with
particular attention to sound change. Stochastic processes--for example, copying errors--can
drive evolutionary change even in the absence of selection. This suggests that understanding
language change will involve formulating a neutral theory of drift which can work as a null
hypothesis for language change. Here, I will formulate a mechanical model of drift, based in an
Agent-Based Model (ABM) and show how linguistic variation can arise. This model will allow
us to distinguish between drift and selection, sharpening our model of language variation and
language change. We will begin by surveying the use of random processes in time series of
language change (Newberry, Ahern, Clark and Plotkin, 2017; Sindi and Dale, 2016). We will
next turn to acoustic measures of vowels (Hillenbrand, Getty, Clark and Wheeler, 1995) and use
the data there, along with an intuitive theory of articulation, to construct a statistical model of
vowels. Agents using this model will sample vowels produced by random sampling of the
population; the result is a model of a speech community where the individuals can drift (jointly
or singly) as a result of sampling errors, as in the Wright-Fisher Model of genetic drift (Crow and
Kimura, 1970). The resulting drift provides us with a neutral model, or null hypothesis, of
phonetic change. Furthermore, we can use the model to study to effects of population size and
frequency on rates of change. Crucially, these studies will allow us to distinguish random drift
from selection given population size and provide us with a more refined theory of the forces the
result in language change as well as sociophonetic variation (Labov, 1994).
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Title: “Low-proficiency learners of Spanish and their perception on the functionality of collaborative
writing”
Author: Carla H. Consolini
Co-Author: Irene Soto-Lucena

Research on collaborative writing has shown that this practice can aid the development of the L2 (Swain
& Lapkin, 1995; Swain, 1998). Additionally, much of the research on collaborative writing is based on the
comparison between the product of collaborative writing and the product of individual writing
(McDonough & De Vleeschauwer, 2018; Storch, 1999, 2005; Wigglessworth & Storch, 2009), as well as
on the acquisition of specific language features after engaging in collaborative writing utilizing pre-test
and post-test design (Fernández Dobao, 2012; Nassaji & Tian, 2010). However, scant research has been
conducted to explore the perception of low-proficiency learners that are asked to engage in
collaborative writing. This is relevant for classroom teaching practices regarding foreign languages. This
study investigated the general and particular perception of low-proficiency learners of Spanish after
engaging in different writing tasks, individually and collaboratively. More specifically, the research
focused on whether the participant found collaborative writing tasks as beneficial for the development
of their writing skills in the foreign language. With that intent, the study involved an individual writing
(N=20) and an in-pair writing (N=20) group. In both groups participants individually wrote a narration in
the past as a first task. The experimental group engaged in 3 collaborative writing tasks, while the
control group engaged in 3 individual writing tasks. Both groups wrote a second individual narration as a
final task. Consequently, both groups were administered an anonymously questionnaire to provide
feedback on their writing experiences and whether they could perceive individual results. The
questionnaire included Likert scales, and open-ended questions. The questionnaire's results were
analyzed both qualitative and quantitative. These results showed that most learners engaged in
collaborative writing perceived it as a useful, more productive task, that ultimately enhanced their
individual writing skills. These results will be shown and analyzed in detail, and potential implications for
in-classroom foreign language teaching will be discussed.
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A (morpho)phonological typology of demonstratives: A case study in sound symbolism
Sonja Dahlgren & Seppo Kittilä (University of Helsinki)
We propose a (morpho)phonological typology of proximal and distal demonstratives based on
a sample of 266 languages. We focus on phonology, and the other (e.g., temporal) functions the
discussed demonstratives may have are not considered. Moreover, only the most basic proximal
(‘this’) and distal (‘that’) forms are examined; only two forms are examined from each
language, and potential more fine-grained distinctions based on proximity are not relevant.
Three different types are distinguished:
1. Distance type: front vs. back; high vs. low sounds (both vowels and consonants)
2. Length type
3. Varia
Distance type comprises cases where the discussed demonstratives are distinguished by the
distance of the phonemes within the vocal tract. Proximal demonstratives are typically
characterized by phonemes produced in the front and high part of the vocal tract (such as /i, e/
and /t, n/), while phonemes produced lower and more back (e.g. /a, u/ and /k, q/) appear on
distal demonstratives. The relevant distinguishing vowel appears typically on the stressed
syllable. Examples include Betta Kurumba (i ‘this’, a ‘that’, Coelho 2003: 181) and Bunaq (bari
‘this’ vs. baqi ‘that’, Schapper 2009: 239). There are also languages like Alyawarra (nhinha vs.
nhaka, Yallop 1977:110-113), where there are differences in both the vowels and the
consonants. In Type 2, the discussed demonstratives differ in their length. The distal
demonstrative may have a clear additional element, making it longer in form (e.g., Òko òne
‘this’, ònébé ‘that’, Atoyebi 2009: 188), or one of the demonstratives (usually the distal one) is
simply phonologically longer, as in Bao’an tu (ənə vs. nokə) (Fried 2010: 127). Finally, a
number of unclassifiable strategies are used by the languages of Type 3. Languages usually
easily falls into one of the types, but in some cases two different analyses are possible. For
example, Vitu (kua ‘this’ vs. kena ‘that’, Van den Berg 2006: 36-38) could be classified either
as an instance of Type 1 based on distance or Type 2 based on length.
Type 1 is most frequent in our data (169/266 languages) and its occurrence is
rather directly explained by iconicity. In most cases, front or high phonemes appear on the
proximal demonstratives, and back/low phonemes on distal demonstratives. Proximal
demonstratives are thus pronounced at the front and/or high part of the vocal tract, while distal
demonstratives are pronounced lower and more back, reflecting the proximal/distal nature of
their referents physically. Our findings support earlier findings regarding sound symbolism
(e.g., Ohala 1984) that proximal and distal demonstratives have an iconic phonemic
manifestation, but previous studies (e.g., Johansson & Zlatev 2013) have not found systematic
correspondences regarding consonants. The second type (77/266 languages) can be explained
by both markedness and iconicity, emphasising the benefits of the typological approach we
take. The distal element is in most cases more marked than the proximal demonstrative, and
some languages use less linguistic substance for referring to entities close to the speaker. The
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varia type (20/266 languages) contains different kinds of cases, and systematic generalizations
are hard to make.
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Title: DEGREES OF ADJECTIVES IN A NATIVE MEXICAN LANGUAGE: TENDENCIES
Author: Gabriela De la Cruz Sánchez
Descriptive
Degrees of adjectives
Native Mexican language
Abstract:
Language documentation gives access to speakers' thoughts, which are related to
identity, beliefs and the way we ‘see the world’. In Mexico there is a large number of indigenous
languages that are sources of research. The documentation of these languages has not been
completely covered. We can list a number of reasons such as: the dialect variants that exist, the
complexity of the language, the lack of knowledge we have about them, the fact that they are
spoken by minorities who are not always willing to open themselves to research and a non-standard
writing system. As a result, most of them are languages of oral tradition.
In this paper, the degrees of the adjectives of the Otomi are documented as well as the tendencies
and the usage. It is closely related to social appropriateness of some structures over others. In
order to carry out this documentation, several comparative statements have been glossed and
analyzed. The methodology included elicitation techniques and grammatical judgments.
The research is carried out in one of the municipalities with the largest number of Otomí speakers in
the State of Mexico. During the discussion we noticed that the use of comparatives not only
depends on the grammatical rules of the Otomi, but also on social appropriateness that the
structure has. So, it is up to the speakers to accept certain structures and include them in their
conversations.
As a result, it is established that the speakers prefer to use sentences that do not contain
comparison and in case of using any of the comparatives, the speakers prefer the positive
structures over the negative ones, leaving in the last place the negative superlative. On the other
hand, the statements used were glossed and it was possible to observe that the syntax follows the
order S (V) O, although in several cases these same statements could have the order (V) OS. The
SVO order has been attributed to the influence of Spanish, since in some cases, the VOS order is
not accepted by the speakers because of the frequency that the SVO order has gained.
The results of this project, can be applied to both the better understanding of the language in
general, and as a basis for future studies in the educational field, by native speakers, researchers
and teachers of the language. Hekking (2002: 232) argues that "teachers ... do not have teaching
material or a methodology to apply to teaching (indigenous language) ..." so that individuals forget
their language or remain illiterate in their Mother tongue, not knowing how to write or read it. As a
consequence, they often face problems in the L2.
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Japanese exhibits multiple nominative subjects (Kuno 1973), as in (1), schematically represented in
(2). Each NP is assigned nominative case (NOM) by finite T:
(1) Bunmeikoku-ga
dansei-ga
heikin-zyumyoo-ga
civilized.country-NOM
male-NOM
average-life.span-NOM
'It is in civilized countries that male's average life span is short.'

mizikai
short-Pres.

(2) {{N1, a}, {{N2, b}, {{N3, g}, {vP, T}}}
Chomsky (2013, 2015) assumes minimal search finds the first head(s) for labeling. But what counts as
the first head(s) in (2), should N1? That incorrectly labels (2) as nominal, and fails to capture the fact
that NOM appears on the three NPs. Descriptive adequacy requires that, in (2), minimal search finds
the three heads N1, N2, N3, and the finite T, (and only them) so that the valuation of NOM by finite T
on each NP will take place, while labeling (2) with the Case-valuing finite T.
We propose the following, yielding these results and unifying labeling under minimal search in
single- and multiple-specifier configurations (see Ke 2019 for a formal analysis of minimal search):
(3) In a top-down fashion, minimal search for a selects a, and terminates further search of the terms
of the set of which a is a member.
(3) finds a in set {a, b} and terminates further search into b (and into the terms of a, if a is not a head).
This terminates search of {a, b} but not the entire search process. We analogize search to the flow of
current to each room of my house; each room can be shut off independently without affecting flow to
other rooms. So, in (2), minimal search for head(s) finds N1, N2, N3, and T, and terminates further search
of the terms of the set of which each head is a member (i.e. no further search into a, b, g, and vP). We
argue that those selected heads provide uniquely identifiable NOM-valuing relations, while labeling (2)
with the Case-valuing finite T. We further demonstrate that the observed "find-and-terminate"
procedures follow from shortest set-theoretic search, where the notion "shorter" is understood in terms
of "proper subset" (cf. Pesetsky 1982, May 1985, Chomsky 1995).
The analysis also predicts there must be exactly one valuing head (here, T) per agreement-relation
in both single- and multiple-specifier configurations. For example, in (2), the finite property of T
(lacking unvalued phi in Japanese) values the unvalued Cases of N1, N2, and N3. But if T had unvalued
phi, then N1, N2, and N3 would each participate in valuing phi on T, and there would be no single phivaluer, because N1, N2, and N3 bear distinct phi-sets. By contrast, in T’s valuation of Case on all three
NPs, there is a single valuer, T. Thus, (i) multiple-specifier configurations cannot host uPhi on T, but
(ii) single-specifier configurations can host uPhi on T and uCase on N, because for each uF, there is one
and only one vF valuer, and (iii) Case-valuation can be independent of phi-valuation (contra Chomsky
2000). What distinguishes Japanese (multiple-specifiers) from English (single-specifier) is the absence
of uPhi in Japanese, while uPhi on English T blocks multiple-specifiers (see also Kuroda 1988, Saito
2016, Sorida 2014). If there were two or more valuing categories bearing vF for one category bearing
uF, then there would be no single valuing head in the minimal search domain.
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The Sound Patterns of Sign Language: Prototype for an International Sign Phonetic Alphabet
Aaron Golish (Carleton University)
This presentation introduces a system to transcribe sign language directly into an alphabet of
phonemes distinctive in sign languages. Unlike existing sign transcription systems such as Stokoe
Notation, Sutton SignWriting, ASL-phabet, and HamNoSys, which require specialized software, this
system is mapped to the established International Phonetic Alphabet. By making it Unicode compatible
this alphabet is significantly more accessible to non-researchers, allows for signs to be searchable in
online databases. Since this system is built on a phonologically informed understanding of sign language
it incorporates salient phonemic contrasts that allow researchers to build phonological generalizations.
Since the recognition that sign languages are full-fledge languages in their own right, and not
merely pictographic gestures (Stokoe 1960), sign communities have begun to develop their own literary
cultures, leading to the emergence of sign-writers, playwrights, and poets. However, such works of
literature are transmitted primarily through live performance and video, since the deaf community lacks
a common form of orthographic representation. While some transcription systems exist they are typically
used only for narrow purposes. Thus, while there is a growing literary culture amongst sign communities,
these cultures are, for lack of a better word, better described as oral traditions, since there is no corpus
of accessible literature. A key motivation for this work is to initiate a more accessible writing system than
currently available such that the sign community can text each other in their native language.
In this presentation, I show how the established IPA can be co-opted to represent the phonemic
features of sign phonology. I propose that by using the IPA’s existing system of phonemic feature
categories, IPA letters can be paired to corresponding analogous features in sign phonology. Sign language
phonology relies on five major parameters; Handshape, Place of Articulation(PoA), Movement, Hand
Orientation, and the Non-Manual Behaviour (of the face and body) (Figure 1). These parameters are well
noted to function similarly to the articulators and features of spoken phonology, even though
simultaneous articulation is more prevalent in signed languages (Figure 2). Nevertheless, these
parameters are hierarchically organized in much the same as they are in spoken language. Perlmutter
(1992) has argued that the sonority hierarchy is present in sign phonology using the same computational
mechanisms as in the spoken syllables, with Movement features corresponding to the sonorous syllable
nucleus of vowels and “Position” features (PoA and Handshape) corresponding to consonants.
A key innovation of this transcription system is to base the syllable structure closely to
Perlmutter’s sonority hierarchy so that syllables remain transparent in the written form much as they are
in written spoken language. However, since Movement is predictable based on changes in PoA and
Handshape (as has been argued by van der Kooij (2002) and Brentari (2011), I have mapped vowels to PoA
and consonants to handshape features. Thus the syllable nucleus continues to act as a Movement specifier
and the syllable onset and coda represent less sonorant features. Vowels (which in this system map to
PoA) convey Movement through specifying starting and ending positions of signs and while approximants
are used to convey movement path information. Contrastively, Handshape structure, which has the
greater variety of forms, is mapped to the much broader inventory of IPA consonants.
This presentation will provide both a proof of concept and preliminary demonstration of how the
phonetic space of sign language can be represented using the same tools and graphemes of the IPA.
Accepting that this presentation represents a preliminary rehearsal of such a system, it focuses on
outlining the transductive and isomorphic correspondences between verbal feature categories of the IPA
and their sign analogues, while also demonstrating that seemingly problem areas of sign phonology such
as co-articulations, non-manual gestures, secondary selected fingers, and the expanded locational space
are all tractable within IPA.
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motivate the structure when possible, following Sagey (1986), while the Prosodic
Model adheres to the view that phonological behavior should take precedence
over articulatory relatedness (Goldsmith 1976; Clements 1985; Clements & Hume
1995). Schematized versions of the three models are given in (17) below; in order
to make the differences clear, the representations of the models are schematized
Figure
1. The hierarchical organization of handshape, movement, and place of articulation in a sign,
in a similar way, with the root node represented as “°”.

according to the Prosodic Model (from Brentari 1998).
(17)

a.

Hand Tier Model

POA
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POA

b.

Prosodic Model

POA
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Dependency Model
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Change
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Figure
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most cases (but see chapter 24: the phonology of movement in sign language).
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Diane. 1998. A prosodic model of sign language phonology. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
in this model: there is no movement structure per se.
The representation of orientation is different in these models as well. In earlier
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Diane.
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Brentari (ed.), Sign Language, 284-311. New York: Cambridfge University Press.
particular place of articulation (Crasborn & van der Kooij 1997). These eight places
are shown in Table 9.2 for ASL and are depicted in Fig. 9.6 (Brentari 1998).

Kooij, Els va der. 2002. Phonological cateogires in Sign Language of the Netherlands. The role of
phoenetic implementation and iconicity. PhD dissertation, University
of Leiden. Published Utrecht: LOT.
a
Table 9.2

Places of articulation internal to the hand (i.e. handparts).

Liddell, Scott & Robert E. Johnson.
American
Language:
The phonological
Role in 1989
orientation
in ASLSign Role
in two-handed
signs in ASL base. Sign Language
Studies 64. 197-277.

1. finger fronts
LABEL
DISMISS
2. palm of hand
MY
Perlmutter, David M. 1992. Sonority and Syllable Structure LEARN
in American Sign Language. Linguistic Inquiry
3. back of palm
LOVE (a thing)
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Vol.
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. Handbook
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4.
back
EASY
: Wiley-Blackwell, . p 709
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Copyright ©6.
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Language
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May not be reproduced in any form without permission from the publisher,
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American deaf. Studies in Linguistics, Occasional Papers 8. Silver Spring, MD: Linstok Press.
8. heel of hand (wrist)
SLIP
CHEESE
a
There is one more contact discussed by Liddell & Johnson (1989), known as ‘web’ (e.g. FOOTBALL,
in which the fingers are interlaced). It is treated here as a sub-class of ‘ulnar’.
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A Multiliteracies-Based Curriculum Project for Tracing L2 French Students’ Development of
Symbolic Competence through Film
Julia A. Gorham
This presentation introduces a pedagogical sequence for tracing students’ development of
symbolic competencies using film. Defined for the purpose of this study as the ability “to
manipulate symbolic systems, … and to position oneself to one’s benefit in the symbolic power
game”, (Kramsch, 2006), symbolic competence builds on the many definitions of competence in
the field of L2 teaching and learning and, due to its inherent relationship with power, hierarchy,
and subversion, plays an important role in cultivating students’ cultural and linguistic agency.
This ability to overturn established power structures is an essential skill in what Cope and
Kalantzis (2009) recognize as an increasingly globalized world driven by “new capitalism” (p.
5).
Despite a plethora of theory conceptualizing symbolic competence, there is a substantial
lack of studies in the extant literature which examine students’ development of symbolic
competence in practice or propose pedagogical activities intended to cultivate it. Therefore, this
study fills the gap of empirical studies on symbolic competence, grounds itself in a solid body of
theory, and addresses the following research questions:
The first part of this project presents a curriculum developed to teach film and to measure
students’ development of symbolic competence through the process of viewing and analyzing
selected films. More specifically, the content and structure of this curriculum was designed to
collect data to answer the following research questions:
1.) What signs of symbolic competence development, if any, do students demonstrate in
the process of viewing French-language films, completing critical film analysis
worksheets, and writing reflective journals?,
2.) What cognitive, educational, or self-reflective processes do students use, either
consciously or subconsciously, in the development of symbolic competence, if any?,
3.) In what ways, if at all, do student demographic factors or the curricular content relate
to symbolic competence development?
Research was conducted with n = 26 students enrolled in fourth-semester French at a
large university in the American southwest during Fall 2019. A multiliteracies sequence
structured around situated practice, overt instruction, critical framing, and transformed practice
(cf. New London Group, 1996; Paesani, Allen, & Dupuy, 2015) was developed to scaffold the
analysis of three films over the course of the semester. The films, Bienvenue chez les Ch’tis
(2007), Bienvenue à Marly-Gomont (2016), and Divines (2016), were chosen for their
engagement with diversity, identity, and internationalization. The materials prepared for
classroom use with these films and geared towards the development of symbolic competence
will be presented and their incorporation into the traditional French 202 curriculum explained.
Data collected will include student responses to film analysis worksheets, self-reflective
journals, and interviews, analyzed via three rounds of qualitative coding to trace the development
of SC. This presentation provides preliminary results and interpretation as well an overview of
the curriculum intervention used.
Cope, B., & Kalantzis, M. (2009). ‘Multiliteracies’: New literacies, new learning. Pedagogies: An
International Journal, 4(3), 164-195.
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The Ink in Our Speech: Influence from Orthographic Complexity on Speech Duration in a Novel
Word Learning Task
Shannon Grippando and Brooke Blizzard
University of Arizona
Does orthographic knowledge influence speech? Modular non-interactive speech production
models, such as WEAVER++, argue that language subsystems are encapsulated, with only
relevant information activating for any given speech act (Levelt et al., 1999). In spontaneous
speech where reading is not required, non-interactive models predict that orthography should
not affect production. However, research has found that the number of letters in a written
English word can influence whole-word duration (Brewer, 2008). For example, coda /k/ is
represented by 2 and 3 letters respectively in click and clique. In reading tasks and a spoken
corpus analysis, words with more letters in their codas like clique were produced 14-36 ms
longer than words with fewer letters in their codas like click.
Evidence from Japanese speakers suggests this effect may not be limited to languages with
alphabetic systems: In a reading task, homophonous words written with 2 characters were
produced about 15 ms longer than words written with 1 character (e.g. 海苔>糊, both /nori/)
(Grippando, 2018). However, this effect had not yet been investigated when written language is
not explicitly present.
We expand upon Grippando (2018) by discussing data from a 3-day novel-word learning
experiment. The goal is to determine whether the character-based effect is a consequence of
true interactive spreading activation by comparing speech behavior in picture naming tasks
where written forms are not explicitly present to speech behavior from reading tasks in which
written forms are explicitly present.
40 Japanese speakers learned 5 sets of novel homophonous triplets over 3 sessions. 20
participants learned triplets where each word was spelled with 1, 2, or 3 characters
(heterographic homophones). 20 participants learned triplets that were spelled identically as
controls (homographic homophones). Participants were audio-recorded naming pictures both
before and after learning written forms, as well as during reading tasks.
Data collection finished in June. Data measurement concluded in September. Data analysis will
conclude in early October. Whole-word duration among triplets will be compared to determine
if character number influences speech duration and whether this effect persists when written
words are not explicitly present. If participants’ speech behavior changes in picture naming
tasks, this will be strong evidence that whole characters can interactively influence speech, as
English letters have been shown to do in Brewer (2008). This result would support interactive
models that argue linguistic information that is not explicitly relevant may nevertheless
influence speech behavior through spreading activation (Dell, 1986; Van Orden & Goldinger,
1994). However, if participants’ speech duration among triplets only differs during reading
tasks, this may suggest that the character effect is not an example of spreading activation but
limited to a visual reading effect. Results will be further discussed in their application to speech
synthesis and speech recognition systems, and how orthographic influence in speech, whether
limited to reading effects or not, may be used to improve computational models of language.
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Korean object honorification as syntactic agreement
Sanghee Kim (University of Chicago)
1. Overview The syntax of honorification is still controversial. Honorification has been considered as (a)
simply an expressive construction (e.g., Kim & Sells 2007), (b) a syntactically-governed but morphologically
implemented phenomenon (e.g., Choi & Harley 2019), or (c) purely syntactic agreement (e.g., Boeckx &
Niinuma 2004). I introduce verbal suppletion in Korean with object honorification to better understand the
phenomenon. The observation made here is in favor of an agreement-based approach to honorification. It also
implies the possibility of taking honorificity as one of the φ-features (Corbett 2006).
2. Data Korean displays subject honorification. Whenever the subject has a [+hon] feature, a verbal suffix -si
is required and at times the root verb undergoes alternation (1). Only [+human] can have a [+hon] feature.
(1)

halapeci-kkeyse sakwa-lul [*meku / tu]-*(si)-ess-ta
grandfather-NOM . HON apple-ACC [*eat / eat.HON]-*(HON)-PST-DECL
‘Grandfather ate an apple.’

Moreover, certain verbs undergo alternation when an object is [+hon] (2-5) (‘grandfather’ is [+hon]; ACC . HON
marker does not exist; ‘give’ is also used as a light verb (LV)). No alternation is available for a [-hon] object.
(2)

Sarah-ka halapeci-lul [*po / poy]-ess-ta
Sarah-NOM grandfather-ACC [*see / see.HON]-PST-DECL
‘Sarah met grandfather.’

(3)

Sarah-ka halapeci-uy nwun-ul kam-kye-[*cwu / tuli]-ess-ta
Sarah-nom grandfather-GEN eyes-ACC close-CAUS-[*LV / LV. HON]-PST-DECL
‘Sarah made grandfather’s eyes closed.’

(4)

Sarah-ka halapeci-kkey chayk-ul [*cwu / tuli]-ess-ta
Sarah-NOM grandfather-DAT. HON book-ACC [*give / give.HON]-PST-DECL
‘Sarah gave a book to grandfather.’

(5)

Sarah-ka halapeci-kkey sakwa-lul mek-ye-[*cwu / tuli]-ess-ta
Sarah-NOM grandfather-DAT. HON apple-ACC eat-CAUS-[*LV / LV. HON]-PST-DECL
‘Sarah had grandfather eat an apple.’

3. Proposal I assume that a single object (2-3) is in the internal argument; structures with double objects (4)
and those in a causative event (5) are as follows. The current proposal is that object honorification is realized by
φ-feature valuation. The [+hon] feature of an object performs as a controller for agreement, without the verb being determined by syntactic positions (e.g., Béjar 2004). Object honorification as agreement analysis correctly
predicts the verbal alternation in all cases in (2-5). For example, in (3), first, a [+hon] feature of ‘grandfather’
percolates to ‘eyes’ (feature percolation: Cole, Hermon, & Sung 1993). This feeds object honorification for
feature valuation. In (5), only agreement mechanism makes fully correct prediction on how suppletion occurs
non-locally, also not being controlled by a [-hon] internal argument.
(6)

[vP DPNOM [VP [ApplP DPDAT [φ] DPACC Appl ]V ]v [uφ] ]

(7)

[vP DPNOM [vP DPDAT [φ] [VP DPACC V ]v ]v [uφ] ] (adopted from Japanese causative in Harley (2008))

Meanwhile, other approaches fall short of giving a full account for the object honorification. First, an expressivebased approach posits that honorification is a realization of speaker’s intention to express politeness to the hearer
about the noun phrase. From this approach, however, verbal alternation in (3) cannot be explained since ‘grandfather’s eyes’ is not an honorified entity. Second, a postsyntactic-approach suggests that honorific morphemes
are introduced by morphosyntactic rule under constraints where suppletion domain is complex X0 (Bobaljik
2012). However, the allomorph of the light verb due to the indirect object cannot be predicted by the local
domain constraint; DPDAT is beyond the maximal projection of complex V0 head after Local Dislocation from
the higher and the lower vP (7).
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When TPs Can(not) Move: A View from Cantonese
Jackie Y.-K. Lai & Yenan Sun
University of Chicago
There are certain illicit instances of movement that defied any obvious explanation for quite some time. TPs, for instance, are known
to resist movement in general, as illustrated with English below. In this work, we focus specifically on the immobility of TPs.
(1) *[TP Abby is fond of fabrication]1, Susan thinks that __1
Recently, a number of works have offered interesting accounts of TP-immobility as the interaction between phases and anti-locality
(Abels 2003; Bošković 2013 a.o.). The movement of the constituent in this case to the edge of the CP phase, forced by the PIC, is
simply too short. More broadly, these lines of analysis have (2) as one of the consequences.
(2) THE *XP … [Ph Y tXP] GENERALISATION
Complements of phasal heads cannot undergo movement.
All things equal, (2) should ideally be invariant. This paper examines a set of systematic facts from Cantonese (Yue Chinese) which
are significant against that background. (3)–(4) are two such examples; the pattern is productive and frequently attested.
(3) keoi5 sei2-zo2 aa3, Ming4zai2 waa6
(4) Aa3koeng4 hou2 zung1ji3 gung1fu1 gwaa3, Ming4zai2 gok3dak1
3.SG die-PFV SP Ming
say
Koeng
very like
kung-fu SP
Ming
think
‘Ming said that he died.’
‘Ming thinks that Koeng likes kung fu very much (I guess).’
Note that aa3 and gwaa3 are root SPs (sentence particles; cf. Cheung & Tse 2018). Hence, to take (3) as an example, keoi5 sei2-zo2
can’t possibly form a constituent with aa3 (with SPs standardly taken to be C0 in the Chinese literature; cf. Cheng 1991). This take is
also fully consistent with Cheung’s (2009) leftward-movement analysis of Cantonese right-dislocation. We detect island effects too.
(5) *[keoi5 sei2-zo2]1 aa3, ngo5 gok3dak1 Ming4zai2 mou4 lai5maau6, [jan1wai6 keoi5 waa6 __1]
Adjunct Island
3.SG die-PFV SP 1.SG think
Ming
NEG manners
because 3.SG say
Intended: ‘I think that Ming is rude, because he said that he died.’
Claim. We offer an account of (3)–(4) which is in line with (2). In particular, we argue that (3)–(4) involve fronting of bare TPs. The
English/Cantonese contrast follows from a selectional difference, which renders TPs in Cantonese phases under the contextual
conception of phasehood (Bošković 2014). We draw from novel evidence to support the claim.
Fronting with and without waa6. Although the Mandarin counterparts of (3)–(4) are also grammatical, Cantonese offers a vantage
point from which the size of the fronted constituents can be clarified, since Mandarin is known to lack overt declarative
complementisers. Cantonese, in contrast, has a developing complementiser waa6 ‘that’ grammaticalised from verba dicendi (Yeung
2006). As (6a–b) show, TP-fronting stranding waa6 is indeed ungrammatical, in clear conformity to (2).
(6) a. *keoi5 jau5 cin2 lo1, ngo5 m4 gok3dak1 waa6
cf. b. ngo5 m4 gok3dak1 waa6 keoi5 jau5 cin2
lo1
3.SG have money SP 1.SG NEG think
C
1.SG NEG think
C
3.SG have money SP
‘I don’t think that he is rich.’
‘I don’t think that he is rich.’
What is interesting to note is that fronting with waa6 is likewise ungrammatical, in stark contrast with English.
(7) *waa6 keoi5 jau5 cin2 lo1, ngo5 m4 gok3dak1
(8) OKThat anything will happen, nobody believes.
C
3.SG have money SP 1.SG NEG think
(Abels 2003:116, ex. (106b))
Intended: ‘I don’t think that he is rich.’
This constitutes an argument for not analysing (3)–(4) as involving fronting of CP headed by a null C0.
Selection. The fact that fronting remains ill-formed without that in English, as exemplified in (9)–(10), is taken to reflect a selectional
difference: Cantonese propositional predicates may select TPs, whereas English ones invariantly select CPs. Now, if null C0’s are PF
affixes in English, as Bošković & Lasnik (2003) argue, CP-fronting is then of no avail. We thus derive the ungrammaticality of (9)–(10).
(9) *Abby is fond of fabrication, Susan thinks
(10) *John likes Mary, Jane believed (Bošković 2016, ex. (20c))
Implications. If the current proposal is basically correct, principles like economy of projection (Chomsky 1995; Bošković 1997) are
too strong; null functional elements are not necessarily ‘superfluous’. We also make sense of the following contrast involving sentential
subjects: the bracketed clauses in (11) and (12) differ in size, not that null C0’s have distinct PF properties in different languages.
(11) *[Noah likes to exercise] is impossible.

(12) [Ming4zai2 zung1ji3 wan6dung6] hai6 mou5ho2nang4 ge3
Ming
like
exercise
COP impossible
SP
‘That Ming likes to exercise is impossible.’

Selected References. Abels 2003: PhD dissertation, UConn. Bošković 1997: The syntax of nonfinite complementation. LI monograph. Bošković
2013: Phases beyond clauses. In The nominal structure in Slavic and beyond, de Gruyter. Bošković & Lasnik 2003: In LI. Cheung 2009: In JEAL.
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How Do Mandarin Verbs Get Copied?
Jackie Y.-K. Lai
University of Chicago
INTRODUCTION. Mandarin sentences with a frequency/durative phrase (FrP/DrP) are known to have a variant featuring V(erb)copying; see (1).
(1) a. Lisi qi-le
nei-pi ma
{san ci / liang-ge xiaoshi} b. Lisi qi nei-pi ma qi-le
{san ci
/ liang-ge xiaoshi}
Lisi ride-PFV that-CL horse three time two-CL hour
Lisi ride that-CL horse ride-PFV three time two-CL hour
‘Lisi rode the horse {three times / for two hours}.’
‘Lisi rode the horse {three times / for two hours}.’
GOAL. This paper documents a novel puzzle on, and proposes a new account of, Mandarin V-copying. The account enables a
natural solution to this difficult-to-address puzzle, and lends support to a version of anti-locality. Moreover, the proposal has better
empirical coverage than the existing representative accounts.
THE PUZZLE. FrP/DrPs in a canonical sentence are optional (1a/2a). Mysteriously, they become obligatory in a V-copying
sentence (1b/2b). The question is: What’s the nature of Mandarin FrPs/DrPs, and why are they sometimes obligatory?
(2) a. OKLisi qi-le nei pi ma
b. *Lisi qi nei-pi ma qi-le
PROPOSAL. I propose that Mandarin V-copying involves VP-fronting. In
the derivation on the right, V moves to v0, as usual. Moreover, VP moves to
Spec-vP. The perfective suffix -le lowers in the post-syntax, yielding qi-le.
Eventually, we obtain the desired linear order.
CONSEQUENCES. First, V-doubling comes free under this account. A
number of recent cross-linguistic studies on predicate clefting capitalise on
remnant VP fronting which V0 has previously evacuated, exactly as in the
current case, and crucially doubling effects persist (Abels2001;
Vicente2007; Hein2018 a.o.): Since the V-copy within VP in Spec-vP
doesn’t c-command the V-copy in v0, both V-copies are pronounced.
Second, Paul (2002) observes that the first V may not take aspectual marking.
(3) a. Lisi (mei zhou) kai che kai {san ci
/ wu-ge xiaoshi} b. Lisi kai che kai-le
{san ci
/ wu-ge xiaoshi}
Lisi every week drive car drive three time five-CL hour
Lisi drive car drive-PFV three time five-CL hour
‘Lisi drives {three times / for five hours} (every week).’
‘Lisi drove {three times / for five hours}.’
c. *Lisi kai-le che kai {san ci / wu-ge xiaoshi}
d. *Lisi kai-le che kai-le {san ci / wu-ge xiaoshi}
This restriction immediately follows, as we have fronting of a bare VP.
Third, it predicts further fronting of qi nei-pi ma (a constituent) to be possible—correctly.
(4) [qi nei-pi ma]1, Lisi __1 qi-le
{san ci / liang-ge xiaoshi}
ride that-CL horse Lisi
ride-PFV three time two-CL hour
‘Zhangsan rode the horse {three times / for two hours}.’
Finally, the proposal derives the obligatoriness of FrP/DrPs in V-copying sentences. Some works have recently argued too local a
movement to be illicit. In the absence of FrP/DrPs (and hence FP), fronting of VP to Spec-vP would violate Abel’s(2003) version
of anti-locality, which bans *[YP XP [Y0 <XP>]]. Hence, there’s no need to stipulate the presence of F0 in V-copying sentences; we
can maintain that F0 is always optional (recall (2a)). Certainly, the presence of antilocality effects—in turn—lends additional
support to (VP-)movement.
COMPARISON. Huang(1982,1992) treats first V and its following object to be a base-generated adjunct, an analysis involving no
movement. This leaves unexplained lexical identity effects. For instance, du shu and kan shu both mean ‘read book’ and are
synonymous, but (5a/b) are out.
(5) a. *Lisi du shu kan-le
yi-ge xiaoshi
b. *Lisi kan shu du-le
yi-ge xiaoshi
Lisi read book read-PFV one-CL hour
Lisi read book read-PFV one-CL hour
Intended: ‘Lisi read books for an hour.’
Intended: ‘Lisi read books for an hour.’
Paul’s(2002) analysis admits the existence of a new category Proxy0 (which my proposal avoids), and wrongly predicts (4) to be
ungrammatical, since under her analysis qi nei-pi ma isn’t a constituent. Cheng’s(2007) analysis faces the same problem: V moves
to v0, with both links pronounced, and the object following first V is in Spec-VP.
THE NATURE OF MANDARIN FRP/DRPS. The account holds that DrP/FrPs are specifiers (Cinque1999). Interestingly, FrPs and
DrPs may not co-occur (Huang,Li&Li2009); see (6). Under the pure adjunction view, it’s unclear how to restrict the iterability of
adjunction (the semantics is perfectly sensible). The badness of (6) follows, however, if FrPs and DrPs are of the same type, and
F0 may introduce only one adverbial.
(6) *wo mai-guo liang ci yi nian yu
[(6) remains ungrammatical even if we have the ‘yi nian liang ci’ order]
1.SG sell-EXP two time one year fish Intended: ‘I sold fish for a year twice.’ (taken from HLL 2009:100, ex. (49b))
Selected References. Cheng 2007: Verb copying in Mandarin Chinese. In The Copy Theory of Movement, John Benjamins. Hein 2018: Verbal fronting: Typology and theory, PhD dissertation. Huang 1992: Complex
predicates in control. In Control and Grammar, Kluwer. Paul 2002: Proxy categories in Phrase Structure Theory and the Chinese VP, Cahiers de linguistique - Asie orientale.
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Escaping siloed phonology: Framing Irish initial consonant mutation in Emergent Grammar
Kerry McCullough | University of Arizona

As a type of sandhi, Irish initial consonant mutation (ICM) poses a unique challenge to the theoretical
linguist: “If sandhi is sensitive to morphological or lexical factors, then it raises the question of whether the
alternation belongs in the phonology or the morphology” (McPherson, 2019: 1). ICM is a system of alternations
between word-initial segments that is not predictable based solely on the phonological environment. In the Irish
nominal system, ICM is the result of an interaction between two distinct entities: a trigger that induces a sound
change and a target that undergoes that sound change. In (1), an and a are triggers and the initial segment in cathair
is the target.
(1) Irish mutations
Irish word(s)
a) cathair
b) an chathair
c) a chathair
d) a cathair
e) a gcathair

Transcription
[kahɨr]
[ən xahɨr]
[ə xahɨr]
[ə kahɨr]
[ə gahɨr]

Definition
‘city’
‘the city’
‘his city’
‘her city’
‘their city’

The trouble with (1) is that there appears to be two contradictory pieces: a regular phonological alternation
([k] ~ [x, g]) and an idiosyncratic environment (immediately following the, his, their). A model that draws a hard
line between phonology and morphology will overlook one of these pieces, in favor of another (Iosad, 2014; Gorrie,
2010; Green, 2006; Grijenhout, 1995; Ní Chiosáin, 1991). The model of Emergent Grammar (EG), however,
accommodates the inextricable nature of the morphophonology of the Irish mutation system; under this model,
initial consonant mutation belongs to both the phonology and the morphology.
The EG model is a networked-morph model driven by surface patterns. The success of the model comes
from its ability to encode phonological regularities in morph set relations and assign unique responsibilities to
individual elements via morphophonotactic conditions (Archangeli & Pulleyblank, 2015, 2016, 2017). Morph set
relations like those in (2) illustrate the observable phonological relationship between the members of a set, in this
case the set {k, x, g}. The morphophonotactic conditions in (3) are a means of selecting a morph from a set when
there are multiple options to choose from. The conditions are ranked in an assessment table, which differs from an
Optimality Theoretic tableaux mainly in the finite set of candidates submitted for evaluation.
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(2) Morph set relations (MSRs)
a. Lenition: -A0 (loss of initial aperture position)

b. Eclipsis: +SV (additional SV association)

[kahɨr]

[xahɨr]

[kahɨr]

[gahɨr]

[k]

[x]

[k]

[g]

 A0 Arel
\ /
velar

SV
|
 A0 Arel
\ /
velar

 A0 Arel
\ /
velar

 Arel
|
velar

(3) Morphophotactic conditions
a. Lenition: {...}L *{#-cont}
{an}THE.L +
{kahɨr, xahɨr, gahɨr}CITY
ən kahɨr

b. Eclipsis: {...}E *{#-voi}
*-cont

{a}THEIR.E +
{kahɨr, xahɨr, gahɨr}CITY

*!

☞ ən xahɨr
ən gahɨr

Default

*
*!

*

☞

*-voi

ə kahɨr

*!

ə xahɨr

*!

ə gahɨr

Default

*
*

The EG model also makes predictions about the weak points in the mutation system: the arbitrariness of the
triggers make them the more difficult piece of the mutation puzzle. For example, where the model goes without
reinforcement from language patterns, we predict a greater likelihood of speaker error. This means that aspects of a
grammar that rely on knowledge of random entities are more vulnerable than those that have observable and
generalizable patterns. For the mutation system, that means idiosyncratic triggers that require memorization prove
trickier than predictable targets whose patterns are readily learnable. In fact, learners of Irish are prone to accept any
mutation when some kind of mutation is expected; this supports the claim that these learners readily access the
alternations available to them under mutation as opposed to the environments that trigger specific morph selection
(Scott, 2010).
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On the relative hierarchy of heads and complements: an empirical argument
David P. Medeiros
This talk presents an empirical argument for a particular hierarchical arrangement
of heads and complements. On its face, the relative hierarchy of heads and complements
would seem to be a purely theoretical, even notational issue. Hierarchy is fundamental in
explaining syntactic phenomena; it is unusual to amend concepts this basic to fit data.
I focus on the underlying (base) hierarchy of heads and complements. There are
three possibilities: (i) the head and complement are in a symmetric hierarchical
relationship; (ii) the head is above the complement; or (iii) the complement is above the
head. Possibility (i) is suggested by symmetric Merge; (ii) follows from equating
hierarchy with asymmetric c-command (Kayne 1994); (iii) aligns the head-complement
relation with that between heads and other modifiers (i.e., the head is uniformly at the
bottom of its projection). I present a novel empirical argument favoring (iii), noting it
unifies two well-studied word order universals, and explains their distribution with
respect to heads and (non-)complements.
(1)

a.

b.

ZP
X

0

ZP
X0

c.

ZP
YP

YP

YP
X0
0
Figure 1: Possible hierarchical arrangements of a head X and its complement YP:
symmetric (a), head above complement (b), or complement above head (c). ZP represents
a non-complement modifier of the head. The lines in (b) and (c) represent hierarchy, and
need not be equated with dominance (though see Brody 1997, Jayaseelan 2008).
The cartographic program (Rizzi 1997, Cinque 1999) postulates highly articulated
and language-invariant hierarchies comprising the extended functional projections
(Grimshaw 2000) of lexical categories. The lexical root is at the bottom, and all noncomplement modifiers are hierarchically higher; complements, uniquely, are not above
heads (and, by Kayne’s LCA, are effectively below them). As often noted, cartographic
hierarchies are simply sequences (Jayaseelan 2008, Starke 2004). If hierarchies are
sequences, the head-complement relation looks odd; we might suppose instead that
lexical heads are uniformly at the bottom of their extended projections, with
complements first among modifiers.
This conceptualization of head-complement hierarchy yields a significant
empirical advance, unifying two seemingly opposed word order patterns that figure
prominently in recent research. These word order universals are the Universal 20/*213
pattern (Greenberg 1963; Cinque 2005; Wurmbrand 2006), and the Final-Over-Final
Constraint (FOFC; Holmberg 2000; Sheehan et al 2017). Universal 20, governing order
among nouns and optional modifiers, rules out 213 orders for an underlying [1[2[3]]]
hierarchy. For example, demonstratives1 are above adjectives2, which are above nouns3;
all orders of these elements are attested as basic word orders except *Adj2-Dem1-N3.
Meanwhile, FOFC governs the order of elements in head-complement relations, ruling
out *βγα where βP is complement of head α, and β takes γP as its complement. With the
hierarchical organization usually assumed for heads and complements (heads above
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complements), this appears to be avoidance of *231 orders, different from the Universal
20 pattern. However, if heads are at the bottom of their extended projections, below even
complements, FOFC resolves as avoidance of *213 orders, identical to Universal 20.
Moreover, we also understand why FOFC only governs head-complement relations
(because here standard descriptions reverse the relevant hierarchy).
(2)

a.

α1
β2

b.

γ1
β2

γ3
α3
Figure 2: Possible hierarchical arrangements of heads and complements in FOFC
configurations. Diagram (a) shows heads above complements (the usual assumption);
numbering the hierarchy top-down, unattested order *βγα appears to be a 231 order. But
with complements above heads (b), argued for here, the unattested order is a 213 order.
Thus, what seems like a minor notational quibble has important consequences;
one of the reasonable hierarchical arrangements of heads and complements unifies two
well-studied, apparently conflicting word order universals as one phenomenon.
Conversely, the common assumption of the opposite relative hierarchy of heads and
complements causes the appearance of two distinct word order patterns. Theoretical
parsimony favors the former choice.
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Motivation and Achievement in the Academic Setting:
An Investigation of French Oral Proficiency Outcomes
Sophia Minnillo
Emory University
While few contest the role of motivation in the language learning process, previous scholarship on the
relationship between motivation and language learning achievement has yielded conflicting findings. The
nature of this relationship has been found to differ based upon the learning context examined (Gardner &
Lambert 1972), the conceptual framework of motivation studied (Masgoret & Gardner 2003, Vandergrift
2005), and the aspects of proficiency tested (Vandergrift 2005), among other factors. Given the paucity of
research on the motivation-achievement relationship in university-level academic settings and in oral
proficiency, the present study sought to investigate the aforementioned context and modality to clarify
current discrepancies in the understanding of motivation.
The study addressed the following questions: 1) How strongly do motivation and attitudes predict oral
proficiency achievement? 1a) How strongly do attitudes towards the educational setting, i.e. class anxiety,
teacher evaluation, and course evaluation, predict oral proficiency achievement? 2) How do motivation
and attitudes compare across university course levels?
Thirty-five anglophone students of French as a foreign language in intermediate and advanced courses at
a university in the Southeast were interviewed. In correspondence with the Socio-Educational Model of
motivation, students’ attitudes and motivation towards the target language were measured using the
Attitude/Motivation Test Battery (AMTB; Gardner 1985). Oral proficiency was assessed via an elicited
narration task in which students narrated the wordless picture book Frog, Where are You? (Mayer, 1969).
Proficiency scores were calculated using computerized language analysis (CLAN) of production in terms
of measures of complexity, accuracy, and fluency (CAF; Skehan 1998, MacWhinney 2000).
Correlation and linear regression analysis of AMTB and oral proficiency scores indicated that global
measures of attitude and motivation demonstrate a significant (p<0.001), moderate (r2=.29) association
with oral proficiency achievement (see Figure 1). However, only 6 of the 12 individual measures of
attitude and motivation correlated significantly with oral proficiency scores. Among the 6 measures,
French Class Anxiety (r2=.17; see Figure 2), French Use Anxiety (r2=.24; see Figure 3), and Instrumental
Orientation (r2=.22) were the strongest predictors of variance in oral proficiency achievement. With
respect to attitudes toward the educational setting, French Class Anxiety was the only factor of three to
correlate significantly (p<0.05) with oral proficiency. Although mean global motivation and attitudes
scores increase as course level increases, no significant differences were found for any global or individual
measures of attitudes or motivation between any of the course levels (see Figure 4).
The results reveal that global measures of attitudes and motivation can predict 29% of variance in oral
proficiency achievement in a university-level academic setting. This finding confirms the SocioEducational Model’s applicability to the oral modality of proficiency and in the context of university
academic settings. Additionally, individual measure analysis demonstrates the implications of anxiety to
oral proficiency achievement, which will be discussed in terms of pedagogical applications. The
similarities in attitudes and motivation between course levels further highlight the relevance of individual
differences in predicting oral proficiency achievement.
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Figures

Figure 1: Association between Global Measure of Attitudes and Motivation and Oral Proficiency

Figure 2: Association between French Class Anxiety and Oral Proficiency Scores

Figure 3: Association between French Use Anxiety and Oral Proficiency
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Figure 4: Global Measure of Attitudes and Motivation by Course Level
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A-Movement: Successive Cyclic or One Fell Swoop?
Manabu Mizuguchi
Toyo University
Keywords: A-movement, successive cyclicity, Merge, composite heads, clause size
Issue: There have been arguments for and against successive-cyclic A-movement in the literature.
For instance, Bošković (2002) argues that A-movement is successive cyclic, providing (1) and (2)
as the evidence:
(1) a. Mary seems to John [ __ to appear to herself to be in the room].
b. *Mary seems to John [ __ to appear to himself to be in the room].
(2) [Hisi mother’sj bread] seems to every mani [ __ to be known by herj to be the best there is].
(Bošković 2002:179-180)
Epstein and Seely (2006), on the other hand, argue that A-movement is not successive cyclic,
saying that the alleged evidence can be explained without assuming movement through
intermediate Spec,TP (“__” in (1)/(2)).
This paper addresses this issue, arguing that A-movement can be both successive cyclic and
non-successive cyclic. I claim that A-movement is not an “either-or” movement; whether Amovement proceeds successive cyclically or not depends on the way Merge applies in the
derivation, showing that Merge plays a key role in determining the successive cyclicity.
Proposal: On the assumption that Merge applies freely (e.g., Chomsky 2013), I propose that C
and T are externally pair-merged and that (3a,b) can be produced by Merge as the raising infinitive:
(3) a. [d <C, T> [a …]]
b. [d <T, C> [a …]]
In (3a), T is externally pair-merged to C while in (3b), C is externally pair-merged to T. Successivecyclic A-movement will be forced if (3a) is generated; C with T pair-merged to it is equivalent to
C (Chomsky 2004, 2015) and works as a phase head, with a cyclically transferred. In order to
move out, the NP must go through the Spec of <C, T>, moving successive cyclically:
Transfer
(4) [NP [ … [µ t [d <C, T> [a … t …]]]]]
If (3b) is generated, on the other hand, A-movement will proceed in a single leap; otherwise, the
movement will be ruled out as improper movement. T with C pair-merged to it is on a par with T,
with f on C being de-activated, hence syntactically invisible. Given that f-features define Apositions for NPs and that the Spec of a f-bearing head constitutes an A-position (Chomsky 2007,
Mizuguchi 2018, van Urk 2015), the Spec of <T, C>, since the composite head does not bear f,
will be an Ā-position. The NP must bypass the Spec to undergo “proper” movement to the matrix
Spec,TP:
(5) [NP [ … [µ t [d <T, C> [a … t …]]]]]
*
In (3a), <C, T> has f-features for under-inheritance, with its Spec being an A-position; T is part of
C and f-features are not inherited. The movement in (4) is proper movement.
Implication: The proposed analysis suggests that Merge can not only “expand” but also “reduce”
the clause. Whether finite or non-finite, the clausal architecture requires both C and T (Ormazabal
1995) but the clause size depends on how merge of heads applies in derivation. This consequence
eliminates the lexical assumption that the raising complement is TP (Chomsky 1986) or syntactic
S¢/CP-deletion (Chomsky 1981, 2015), which have been proposed to explain clause reduction,
hence, unique properties of raising complements.
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Viel Geliebt:
German Participial Adjectives and Degree Words
Remo Nitschke
University of Arizona
This talk investigates the status of participial adjectives in German, their argument structure, and
their interaction with the degree-expression viel. I will briefly introduce this class of adjectives and
their syntactic oddities and then show how these can be derived by assuming an implicit argument
structure.
German has two participial constructions which can act in an adjectival manner: a present participle (pI), marked by the -end suffix, and a past participle (pII), marked by the ge- prefix. It should be
noted that their categorical status in prenominal position is debated, but the author will treat them
as adjectival for the purpose of this talk. German further has at the very least two affixes which can
build deverbal adjectives, be- and ver-1 . All of the above are demonstrated on the German verb lieben
(to love)2 :
pI= present participle; pII= past participle; be= be- prefix; ver= ver- prefix
(1)

Der
Hans
lieb-t
die
Andrea.
The.masc.NOM H.NOM love-3rd.sg the.fem.ACC A
“Hans loves Andrea.”

(2)

Der
lieb-end-e
Freund
seufz-t.
The.masc.NOM love-pI-sg.NOM friend.NOM sigh-sg
“The loving friend sighs” (only if loving is interpreted as a state that is currently going on)

(3)

Das
ge-lieb-t-e
Kind
mag
Eis.
The.neut.NOM pII-love-past-sg.NOM child.NOM like.3rd.sg ice-cream.ACC
“The loved child likes ice-cream”

(4)

Die
ver-lieb-t-e
Frau
geh-t
laufen.
The.fem.NOM ver-love-past-sg.NOM woman.NOM go-3rd.sg run.inf
“The woman, who is in love, goes for a run”

(5)

Die
be-lieb-t-e
Frau
geh-t
laufen.
The.fem.NOM be-love-past-sg.NOM woman.NOM go-3rd.sg run.inf
“The popular/well-liked woman goes for a run”

What sets apart the participial adjectives from the other deverbial adjectives are a couple of odd
effects. Lübbe and Rapp (2011) note that the participial adjectives retain their temporal/aspectual
qualities, this becomes apparent when we use a non-stative verb:
(6)

Die
les-end-e
Frau
The.fem.NOM read-end-sg.NOM woman.NOM
“The reading woman” (The woman is reading right now and it is an ongoing action.)

(7)

Das
ge-les-en-e
Buch
The.neut.NOM/ACC ge-read-past-NOM/ACC book.NOM/ACC
“The book that has been read” (The reading is over)

These effects depend on the event type of the base verb and can be summarized in the following table:
1 There
2I

are others, such as er-, which can occur, but this paper will restrict itself to these items.
will be using Austrian German which obligatorily requires determiners with names of animate entities.
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(8)

telic
atelic

pI
imperfective
imperfective

pII
perfective
imperfective

Another interesting feature here is that both of these constructions can support an implicit argument, but the ge- construction has to. We can deduce this by the fact that the ge- construction is
ungrammatical when derived from intransitive verbs:
(9)

Die
das
Buch
les-end-e
Frau
The.fem.NOM the.neut.ACC book.ACC read-end-sg.NOM woman.NOM
“The woman reading the book” (This is still just one NP/DP)

(10)

Das
von mir
ge-les-en-e
Buch
The.neut.NOM by me.DAT ge-read-past-sg.NOM book.NOM
“The book that has been read by me” (The reading is over and this is still a single DP.)

(11)

Das
spazier-end-e
Kind
The.neut.NOM walk-end-sg.NOM child.NOM
“The walking (for pleasure) child” (intransitive)

(12)

* Das
ge-spazier-t-e
Kind
The.neut.NOM ge-walk-past-sg.NOM child.NOM

The aforementioned ban on deriving ge- constructions from intransitives does not hold fast in all
cases. It is curious, however, that in these exceptions the meaning has very little connection to the
initial verb and there is almost an idiomatic use:
(13)

Die
ge-sprung-en-e
Schüssel
The.fem.NOM ge-jump-past-sg.NOM bowl.NOM
“The cracked bowl” (the bowl has a crack)

This implicit argument structure seems to yield an unexpected interaction with the German degreeexpression viel (much). This expression usually only modifies comparatives, but it can modify participial adjectives which largely disallow any comparative use:
(14)

Das
viel ge-lieb-t-e
Kind
The.neut.NOM much pII-love-past-sg.NOM child.NOM
“The child loved by many” (not: loved intensely)

(15)

Der
viel lesen-d-e Junge
The.masc.NOM much read-pI-sg boy.masc.NOM
“The boy that is reading a lot” (complex DP)

(16)

* Das
viel stark-e Mädchen
The.neut.NOM much strong-sg girl.neut.NOM

(17)

Das viel stärk-er-e Mädchen
The.neut.NOM much strong-COMP-sg girl.neut.NOM
“The much stronger girl” (complex DP)

I will show that the implicit argument structure preserved in the compositional reading of these
adjectives is responsible for most of their syntactic deviant behavior from other (de-verbal) adjectives,
including their distribution related to viel. I will also show that exceptions to these rules have lexicalized and are interpreted as non-compositionally, which gives them the same distribution as other
non-participial adjectives. Finally, I will also demonstrate that the retention of aspectual qualities
as proposed by Lübbe and Rapp (2011) is very different from verbal aspect and can be coerced to
change.
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Immediate-local MERGE as pair-Merge
Jun Omune (Kansai Gaidai University)
Keywords: set-Merge, pair-Merge, MERGE, adjunction
In this talk, I eliminate pair-Merge and propose that its desirable effects are deducible from
how MERGE applies in the course of a derivation.
In the minimalist model by Chomsky (2004, 2013, 2015), syntactic structures are built by
two independent operations:
(1)

a. (Set-)Merge = {a, b}

b. Pair-Merge (a, b) = <a, b>

(1a) yields the unordered set while (1b) forms the ordered pair, which ensures the asymmetric
property of adjunction, and they are assumed to apply freely. However, Chomsky (2017, 2019)
argued Merge is not completely free by revising Merge to MERGE. He examined the nature
of the workspace (WS) and how freely Merge applies under general conditions and
demonstrated that ‘parallel Merge, late Merge, and other extensions of Merge do not surface.’
MERGE maps WS onto WS' and applies as follows:
(2)

For any accessible terms P, Q in WS, MERGE (P, Q, WS) = [{P, Q}, X1,...,Xn] = WS',
where

(i)

Y ∈ WS and Y ≠ P, Q → Y ∈ {X1,...,Xn}

(ii)

accessible terms appear only once in WS'

(iii) {X1,...,Xn} minimal, where “minimal” means n minimal and each Xi minimal
(Chomsky (2017), Komachi et al. (2019))
This MERGE-based analysis has a strong implication that pair-Merge, which is an independent
operation forming an ordered pair (see (1b)), motivated by the asymmetric property of
adjunction, is no longer available, provided that forming an ordered pair (e.g. head movement)
is a departure from the simplest Merge (1a). Given evolvability, the elimination of pair-Merge
is conceptually desirable, (see Chomsky et al. (2019: 24)), but it poses a serious empirical
problem; we must find a way to explain the ubiquitous phenomena of adjunction under
MERGE.
In the set theory, the ordered pair is, by definition, derived from unordered sets as follows:
(3)

a. <a, b> = {a, {a, b}}

b. <a, b> = {{a}, {a, b}}

Following Chomsky (2019), I assume that the singleton set {a}, which is a syntactic object, is
equivalent to a. That is, {a} = a where a and {a} are terms of WS. That is, (3a) and (3b) state
exactly the same thing in the syntactic theory. The other imaginable unordered sets for the
definitions of <a, b> cannot be formed by MERGE or are far more ‘complex’ than {a, {a, b}}.
Therefore, it is quite rational that the asymmetric property/structure of an adjunct, which is
standardly represented as <a, b>, is ensured by {a, {a, b}}. Following (3a), I argue that
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immediate-local application of MERGE, which is just the double application of MERGE,
ensures the same effect as pair-Merge.
(4)

Immediate-local MERGE as pair-Merge:
Yielding the asymmetric property of adjunction without postulating pair-MERGE:
WS = [a, b, X1, ... Xn] (where P=a, Q=b)
MERGE (a, b, WS) = [{a, b}, X1, ... Xn] = WS'
MERGE (a, {a, b}, WS') = [{a, {a, b}}, X1, ... Xn] = WS''

This talk will show various phenomena of phrasal (and head) adjunction are explained by (4).
Thus, (4) is desirable both conceptually and empirically.
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Social networks and second language development: Bridging the gap
Michał B. Paradowski*, Andrzej Jarynowski†, Jeremi Ochab‡, Chih-Chun Chen||,
Karolina Czopek§, Magdalena Jelińska*, Agnieszka Cierpich¶
Institute of Applied Linguistics, University of Warsaw; †Interdisciplinary Research Institute
in Wrocław/Głogów; ‡Theory of Complex Systems Department, Jagiellonian University;
||
Engineering Design Centre, University of Cambridge; §Institute of English Studies, University
of Warsaw; ¶Institute of English Studies, Jagiellonian University
*

Social networks play an important role in the behaviour and attainment of individuals [1, 9,
10, 11]. We present two studies investigating the influence of peer interaction dynamics and
social graph topology on measurable SLA outcomes [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] among Erasmus exchange
students at one university in Germany (n=40) and participants in an intensive summer
course of language and culture in Poland (n=181).
To comprehensively characterise the structure of the learner networks, following the
administration of a specially constructed PEERLANG questionnaire, we used established
metrics such as node degree, closeness, betweenness, other centrality measures as well as
local clustering coefficients, with their generalisations to weighted graphs (incorporating the
contribution of both the number and strength of interactions), alongside community
detection algorithms. The topological data were then overlaid over independently collected
socio-biographical data and learning outcomes to carry out multi-faceted analyses of the
mutual influence of individual and social factors. To determine how these were associated
with performance, we used dimensional reduction and performed multiple linear regression.
In the German course, we find among others i) that the best predictor of (both self-reported
and independently measured) progress is reciprocal interactions between students in the
language being acquired, ii) that outgoing interactions in the TL are a stronger predictor
than incoming interactions, iii) a clear negative relationship between performance and
interactions with same-L1 speakers, iv) a significantly underperforming English nativespeaker dominated cluster, and v) that more intense interactions take place between students
of different levels of proficiency.
In the Polish course, participants’ patterns of social embeddedness in TL communication
turn out to be significantly moderated by their i) individual (but not course-group level)
entry TL competence (positively) and ii) psycho-situational portrait, while iii) negatively by
competence in lingua-franca English. iv) Outdegree centrality in the TL is also negatively
impacted by the intensity of communication with the teacher in a (non-L1) non-target
language. v) The influence of the network is strongest in the domains of pronunciation and
lexis, where the simplest measure of degree centrality (number of an individual’s social ties)
in TL positively correlates with progress, while betweenness (popularity or control) in total
communication is significantly anticorrelated. vi) This mirrors the influence direction—on
global TL progress—of closeness centrality (ease of access to other students). Combined with
the detrimental impact on SLA of a high in-degree, this suggests that for language
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acquisition, the structural properties of the network matter more than processes such as
information flow.
Social network analysis provides new insight into the link between social relations and
language acquisition [7, 8, 12], showing how social network configuration and peer interaction
dynamics are stronger predictors of L2/L3 performance than individual factors such as
attitude or motivation, and offers a novel methodology for investigating the phenomena.
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What you don’t know can still hurt you:
Scope in monolingual and bilingual grammars
Maria Polinsky
University of Maryland
English doubly quantified sentences readily admit scope ambiguities wherein surface scope relations are
optionally preserved at LF (1) (May 1985, among others).
(1) A boy saw every girl.
(a> every, every> a)
Contrasting with English, Chinese is assumed to lack inverse scope (cf. the Isomorphic Principle; Huang
1982, Aoun & Li 1989; Wu et al. 2018). The sentence in (2) should therefore only describe a situation
with a single boy. Note that sentence-initial numeral phrases like yi-ge-nanhai require the existential
predicate you ‘have’.
(2) *(you)yi-ge-nanhaikanjian-lemei-ge-nuhai.
(one> every, *every> one)
have one-cl-boy see-asp every-cl-girl
‘One/a boy saw every girl.’
In this talk, I first present new experimental evidence which confirms scope ambiguities in English and
lack thereof in Mandarin Chinese (pace some recent studies; see Scontras et al. 2017 for the details of the
experiment). I then compare the scope grammars of native speakers with the scope grammar of heritage
speakers of Mandarin whose dominant language is English. The goal of this comparison is to determine
whether or not scope interpretations are transferred from one language to another, so that LF
representations could be altered. I show that heritage speakers of Mandarin do not introduce inverse scope
in their grammar; thus, there is no transfer from English to heritage Mandarin. This result may receive
two explanations: (a) scope does not undergo transfer in general, or (b) English scope does not transfer to
Mandarin because that would entail developing a more complex system. To tease apart these two
explanations, I analyze scope in Heritage English as spoken by subjects who are dominant in a
surface-scope language (French, Hebrew, Hungarian, Japanese).
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Restitutive Readings, Quantificational Objects, and the Structure of VPs
Ryan Walter Smith & Jianrong Yu
University of Arizona
Restitutive readings of again have often been used as a probe into the internal structure of VPs (von Stechow 1996
Beck & Johnson 2004), particularly to illustrate that some classes of verbs, namely those participating in the
causative-inchoative alternation, possess complex event structures consisting of eventive and stative components.
Less discussed in the literature is the interaction of again with quantificational objects (Nissenbaum 2006; Bale
2007). The observation is that quantifiers can scope above or below again’s presupposition, generating what we call
a bound or quantificational reading, respectively.
1)
CONTEXT: There were 3 doors in the house and one of them was open. Mary closed the open door.
John thought it was too warm, so…
a. John opened a door again
Different door (quantificational) or same door (bound)
b. John kicked a door open again
Different door (quantificational) or same door (bound)
Surprisingly, unlike the causative constructions, in the inchoative only a bound restitutive reading is available, and
the quantificational restitutive reading is infelicitous.
2)
CONTEXT: There were 3 doors in the house and one of them was open. Mary closed the open door to
keep the house warm. A strong gust of wind blew and…
A door opened again
✓Same door (bound)/#Different door (quantificational)
On analyses where the causative-inchoative alternation is due simply to a different ‘flavor’ of v (vCAUSE or vBECOME),
the contrast with respect to the lack of a quantificational restitutive reading is mysterious (e.g. Folli & Harley 2005;
Harley 2012).
We propose that what has been analyzed as a small clause denoting the result state in causatives/resultatives and
inchoatives differ in size. The causative variant has a more complex result state, introduced by another stative
verbalizing head vBE (Cuervo 2015), which is selected by vCAUSE. In the inchoative, the bare root is verbalized by
vBECOME alone. Both v heads introduce the internal argument, with PRO being the complement of the root interpreted
as a variable. Resultatives simply have another root adjoined to vCAUSE (Harley 2005).
3)
Causative
Inchoative

Again can adjoin to two different sites: RootP or vBECOMEP/vBEP. Because PRO is interpreted as a variable bound by
the DP introduced by the v heads, then adjoining to RootP produces the bound restitutive presupposition. The crucial
difference lies in the second adjunction site. In the causative, again can adjoin to the stative vBEP above the
quantificational DP, producing a quantificational restitutive presupposition. In the inchoative, however, vBECOMEP is
eventive rather than stative. Thus although again scopes over the quantificational object, only a repetitive
quantificational presupposition is available, not a restitutive one, as shown with the following context:
4)
a. CONTEXT: The wind blows a door open. John comes over and shuts it. Another gust blows through
the room and blows another door open.
✓A door opened again
b. CONTEXT: A door was built open, having never been opened before. The wind blows it shut. Then
another gust blows another door open.
#A door opened again
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Where does Mandarin zhiyou ‘only’ move? Not to CaiP!
Yenan Sun
University of Chicago
Similar to the obligatory focus movement of arguments modified by csak ‘only’ in Hungarian(É.Kiss1998), Mandarin zhiyou ‘only’
also exhibits a fronting pattern: a canonically postverbal object DP (1a), when modified by zhiyou, must occur in either a clause-initial
position or a post-subject position (1b). A pre-verbal particle cai optionally occurs.
(1) a. Yuehan chi-guo NIUROU
b. <zhiyou NIUROU> Yuehan <zhiyou NIUROU> (cai) chi-guo <*zhiyou NIUROU>
John
eat-EXP beef
only beef
John
only beef
CAI eat-EXP
only beef
‘John has eaten [beef]F.’
‘Only [beef]F has John eaten.’
Proposal. This paper argues (i) zhiyou, bearing a strong [FOC] feature, must move (and pied-pipe its DP host) into the specifier of
FocP, which situates in the left periphery (Cheung2013). This derives the clause-initial zhiyou as in (2a). (ii) The post-subject zhiyou
can be derived by further topicalizing the subject (2b). (iii) The optional cai is an adverbial adjunct to vP, which adds an emphatic/
corrective flavor.
(2) My proposal: a. [FocP [zhiyou NIUROU]1 [Foc’ Foc [TP Yuehan2 [T’ T [vP cai t2 chi-guo t1 ] ] ] ] ]
b. [TopP Yuehan2 [Top’ Top [FocP [zhiyou NIUROU]1 [Foc’ Foc [TP t2 [T’ T [vP cai t2 chi-guo t1 ] ] ] ] ] ] ]
Arguments. My proposal differs from a previous one (Hole2017) which argues a zhiyou-phrase must stand in a Spec-Head
relationship with a scalarity head cai (3). While Hole’s proposal captures a nice parallel between ‘only’ and another focus-related
construction lian…dou ‘even’ as in (4), there are two arguments not to analyze zhiyou…cai as the Spec-Head relation Shyu(1995)
proposes for lian…dou.
(3) Hole (2017): [TP Yuehan2 [T’ T [CAIP [zhiyou NIUROU]1 [CAI’ cai [vP t2 chi-guo t1 ] ] ] ] ]
(4) <lian NIUROU> Yuehan <lian NIUROU> *(dou) chi-guo <*lian NIUROU>
even beef
John
even beef
DOU eat-EXP even beef
‘Even [beef]F has John eaten.’
First, it is unclear how to derive the clause-initial zhiyou. While Hole does not explicitly address this issue, a natural way to preserve
the Spec-Head relation between zhiyou and cai and derive the clause-initial zhiyou is to have zhiyou move through Spec-CAIP to the
left periphery (5). However, since the displacements of zhiyou to Spec,CAIP and to the clause-initial position both exhibit typical Āproperties (6-8), such movement in (5) should be banned by Criterial Freezing (Rizzi2006). It also cannot be the case that the clauseinitial zhiyou-phrase is base-generated and binds a null operator in Spec-CAIP, considering the reconstruction effects (8). Note such
fronting is no problem for (4) as Shyu(1995) shows the movement of lian-phrase to Spec-DOUP is A-movement.
(5) Extension of Hole’s proposal: [CP [zhiyou NIUROU]1 [C’ C [TP Yuehan2 [T’ T [CAIP t1 [CAI’ cai [vP t2 chi-guo t1 ] ] ] ] ] ] ]
(6) <[zhiyou zhe-ben shu]1> Yuehan <[zhiyou zhe-ben shu]1> cai renwei [S Lisi hui xihuan t1 ]
only this-CL book John
only this-CL book CAI think
Lisi will like
‘[Only this book]1 does John think [S Lisi will like t1 ].’
(Long-distance extraction)
(7) <*[zhiyou YUEHAN]1> Lisi <*[zhiyou YUEHAN]1> cai zhidao [ t1 xihuan de nvsheng ]
only
John
Lisi
only John
CAI know
like
DE girl
Int: ‘Only Johni did Lisi know the girl who hei likes.’
(Island effect)
(8) Reconstruction effects
a. <[zhiyou zhe-ben guanyu tazijii de shu]1> wo <[zhiyou zhe-ben guanyu tazijii de shu]1> cai gei-guo
Lisii t1
only this-CL about himself DE book I
only this-CL about himself DE book CAI give-EXP Lisi
‘[Only this book about himselfi]1 have I given Lisii t1’
(Condition A)
b. <*[zhiyou zhe-ben guanyu Lisii de shu]1> wo <*[zhiyou zhe-ben guanyu Lisii de shu]1> cai gei-guo tai t1
only this-CL about Lisi DE book I
only
this-CL about Lisi DE book CAI give-EXP he
Int: ‘[Only this book about Lisii]1 have I given himi t1’
(Condition C)
Second, unlike the obligatory occurrence of dou in (4), cai is optional except when the string following the zhiyou-phrase contains just
a bare verb (9). Although the nature of the constraint in (10) is unclear, the important point is that there’s no overall ban on zhiyousentences without cai; cai appears to be necessary in some cases only to avoid violating (10).
(9) a. zhiyou NIUROU Yuehan (cai) { chi / xiang chi / chi-guo }.
only beef
John
CAI eat want eat
eat-EXP
‘Only [beef]F {does John eat / does John want to eat / has John eaten}’
b. Yuehan zhiyou NIUROU { ?*(cai) chi / (cai) xiang chi / (cai) chi-guo }.
John
only beef
CAI eat
CAI want eat
CAI eat-EXP
‘Only [beef]F {does John eat / does John want to eat / has John eaten}’
c. zhiyou YUEHAN { ?*(cai) lai
/ (cai) xiang lai
/ (cai) chi niurou }.
only
John
CAI come CAI want come CAI eat beef
‘Only [John]F {will come /wants to come / eats beef}.’
(10) A constraint on the length of the string following a zhiyou-phrase: *…[zhiyou+DP] [vP V ]…
Finally, Hole’s scalarity-based analysis of cai comes from the observation that cai has a clear scalar use (cai1) (11a). Yet he fails to
notice that cai in zhiyou-sentences (cai2) loses this scalar flavor: (11b) does not imply the prejacent ‘entering only Harvard’ counts as
little. Instead, cai2 in (11b) adds an emphatic flavor on the exclusive meaning brought by ‘only’. (11b) means, it is only Harvard,
rather than any other schools, that John got into, which can be uttered most naturally if there’s an incorrect belief in the previous
discourse that John also got into schools other than Harvard. In contrast, (11b) without cai2 can be uttered out of the blue.
(11) a. Yuehan cai1
kaoshang-le HAFO
b. <zhiyou HAFO> Yuehan <zhiyou HAFO> cai2 kaoshang-le
John
LITTLE enter-PERF Harvard
only Harvard
John
only Harvard EMP enter-PERF
‘John merely got accepted to [Harvard]F.’
‘Only [Harvard]F did John get accepted to.’
(DOES IMPLY: ‘Entering only Harvard’ is ‘little’)
(DOES NOT IMPLY: ‘Entering only Harvard ’ is little)
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Resistance, Consciousness, and Filipina Hip Hop Identity: A Linguistic Analysis
Serene Tseng (University of Arizona)
One of Hip Hop’s most salient characteristics is its language, which fuels the reciprocal
relationship of Hip Hop and social justice. As Hip Hop Nation Language scholar H. Samy Alim
states, there is a global Hip Hop Nation (Alim 2009 et al), and its influence in identity formation
reaches far beyond its historical origins in the Bronx and Jamaica (Bischoff 2012).
Aside from identity formation, Hip Hop Language (HHL) also has the ability to mobilize
and create change. Because of the migration contours the Filipinx military class experienced
(Villegas 2016), coupled with the contact and exchange of Hip Hop with the children of US
military personnel at US military bases across Asia, the Pacific, and the coastal US, Filipinx
Americans have been with Hip Hop since its early days. Thus, Filipinx Americans’
understanding of their identity has long been expressed through HHL.
This paper examines Filipina American, San Francisco Bay Area rappers Ruby Ibarra and
Rocky Rivera’s usages of HHL, specifically the syntactic and phonological features present in
their respective verses in Ibarra’s song “US,” and the ways in which HHL mobilizes for the
formation of an alternative identity of Asian American women, and in particular, Filipina
Americans. This specific focus on Filipina American rappers is motivated by the absence of
previous scholarly work on the linguistic practices of Filipina American emcees.
Race in America is multidimensional. In this paper, I draw on the model outlined by
Reyes (2007) in Figure 1, in which she situates “Asian American” as occupying the “Foreign”
space opposite of “American.” Ibarra and Rivera both were born in the Philippines and grew up
in the Bay Area, but their similarities end there. While Ibarra raps in both Tagalog and English,
Rivera only raps in English, and this style difference is further highlighted in their usage of HHL.
For example, it is particularly noticeable that Rivera’s HHL usage has /ai/ monophthongized and
has an absence of the postvocalic [r], while Ibarra’s HHL usage has /ai/ realized as a diphthong
and has a presence of the postvocalic [r]. Both rappers’ “be” are features that are syntactically
found in African American Vernacular English, however. This is shown in Tables 1, 2, and 3.
Because Rivera’s HHL usage contains more features found in AAVE (Smitherman 1996,
Rickford 1999), she aligns herself more with AAVE, or as “American,” according to Reyes’s
model. On the other hand, because Ibarra’s HHL usage contains more features found in
Mainstream American English and Philippine English (Tayao 2004, Tayao 2008), she aligns
herself closer to “Foreign” in Reyes’s model, but also, not within the lines of “Foreign,” as
illustrated in Figure 2. Thus, Ibarra creates an identity that is distinct from Rivera’s because she
does not use many phonological AAVE features in her HHL. Instead, she fuses syntactic features
of AAVE with phonological features of Philippine English and MAE to create a new identity,
namely, one that uses features from all three culturally relevant Englishes, and the identity exists
in the space between “American” and “Foreign.” Ultimately, this reflects Ibarra’s agency in her
Filipina American rapper identity, constructed through her usage of her HHL.
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Data, Tables, and Figures

Figure 1: Reyes’s model of Asian Americans in US racial discourse (Reyes 2007).
18 We pullin' up in a Jeepney
19 All of my soldiers greet me/
20 Hand me bandanas and pull back my hammer, it’s warfare, when you see me/
21 Skin you alive for my country, I live and die for my country/
22 I kill a pig in a white hooded suit on the low....for my country/
23 They got evil plans in the devil’s hands, but I don't pray cuz I organize/
24 They got new ways to impose strength, so I teach mine how to mobilize/
25 We don’t fight for the money, for the greedy, for the white man/
26 All we want is our freedom, and the right to live on on our motherland/
Table 1: Rivera’s verse in “US.” /ai/ is underlined, postvocalic [r] is bolded, “be” is italicized.
42 I got that, Filipino phenotype: kayumanggi, mestizo-white/
43 But give me that moreno like that Rufio or Keno type/
44 My lolas they be speaking like, those balisongs or bolo knife/
45 I breathe the ether need no hype, two tongues that’s sharper with a mic/
46 Anino in my history like from a land where greed is weaved in tight/
47 They thieve until one piso might just turn to C-Notes, see no light/
48 Hacienda like Aquino, right? Rodrigo vigilante type--/
49 They kill my titos left and right, when smoke and mirrors fill the night/
Table 2: Ibarra’s verse in “US.” /ai/ is underlined, postvocalic [r] is bolded, “be” is italicized.

AAVE feature

Rivera

aligns

Ibarra

aligns

/ai/

[a], monophthong

AAVE

[ai], diphthong

MAE

postvocalic [r]

absent

AAVE

present

MAE/PE

coda /ŋ/

[n], fronting

AAVE

[ŋ], does not front MAE

“be”

absence of copula

AAVE

habitual be

Table 3: AAVE features in Rivera and Ibarra’s HHL.

AAVE
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Figure 2: Ibarra’s formation of a new Filipina American rapper identity.
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Learners’ harmonic preferences in head ordering are modulated by lexical retrieval difficulty
Yiyun Zhaoa, Masha Fedzechkinaa
a Department

of Linguistics, University of Arizona

Work in typology has established the existence of language universals -- features or combination of features that (co)occur cross-linguistically more frequently than expected by chance [1,2]. Their nature is a fundamental question in
linguistics as it is widely assumed that language universals originate in individual biases during language acquisition or
processing [3,4,5]. Whether these biases are arbitrary and language-specific [3,4], or cognitively motivated and domaingeneral [5] is a matter of debate. We ask whether a well-known cross-linguistic preference for harmonic word orders
across phrases (placing heads in a consistent position with respect to dependents) is driven by domain -general memory
constraints. We use the harmonic head ordering in adpositional phrases and simple transitive sentences as a test case for our
prediction for two reasons. First, there are competing (domain-general [1,7] and domain-specific [6]) explanations for this
well-known correlation. Second, recent computational work has questioned the existence of this cross -linguistic pattern
[8].
Method. 79 native speakers of a prepositional SVO language (recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk) learned 2 different
miniature artificial languages (MALs) by watching short videos accompanied by audio and print descriptions. Participants
were first trained on adpositional phrases (either 100% prepositional or 100% postpositional input depending on the MAL)
and then were briefly exposed to simple transitive sentences (same for both MALs: 50% VSO; 50% SOV). At test,
participants described novel transitive scenes containing no adpositional phrases. We operationalized memory demands as
the difficulty of lexical retrieval by either requiring participants to describe scenes from memory without prompts (hard
condition) or with a full MAL lexicon shown on top of the screen (easy condition).
Prediction. If the cross-linguistic preference for harmonic head ordering originates in the biases of individual learners, we
expect postpositional learners to use more SOV than prepositional learners. If this bias is linguistic-specific, we further
expect learners to show this preference regardless of the ease of lexical retrieval. However, if this preference is domaingeneral and is subject to memory constraints, we expect it to be more pronounced when lexical retrieval is hard.
Results. As predicted, postpositional learners used more SOV than prepositional learners (p < .05) when lexical retrieval
was hard whereas the two groups showed no significant difference when lexical retrieval was easy (p >.05). We also found
an asymmetry in the preference for harmonic ordering in the hard lexical retrieval condition: Postpositional learners used
significantly more SOV than in the input (p<.05) but prepositional
learners did not increase VSO frequency beyond the input (p>.05).
Conclusion. Our results provide insights into the nature of the
preference for harmonic ordering. This preference is modulated by
lexical retrieval difficulty, suggesting that it is subject to domaingeneral constraints. The observed asymmetry in this preference
raises a possibility that learners may harmonize based on linear
order of nouns and non-nouns rather than on the relative order of
heads and dependents. Instead of preferring consistent head
direction across adpositional and verb phrases, learners might prefer
consistent position of adposition and verb in phrases/sentences. We
are exploring this possibility in follow- up work.
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Separating clitics from particles: A prosodic approach
Tim Zingler | University of New Mexico
Clitics are typically defined as syntactically free but phonologically bound items; cf. Pavey
(2010: 36-38); Spencer & Luís (2012: 1); Harley (2015: 1133). Yet, it is also well known that the
“clitic” label has been applied to very distinct phenomena (e.g., Sadock 1991: 55-60; Zwicky 1994;
Nevis 2000; Anderson 2005: 30; Haspelmath & Sims 2010: 198, 202; Bermúdez-Otero & Payne
2011: 90). In light of this situation, I will argue that a fundamental distinction should be made
between two types of function words commonly lumped together as clitics. One set of items contains grammatical markers that are simply unaccented, while the elements in the other set interact
with their hosts via processes such as allomorphy, vowel harmony, and stress assignment. Examples (1) and (2), from Tommo So (Dogon; McPherson 2013: 133) and Oklahoma Cherokee (Iroquoian; Montgomery-Anderson 2015: 198), respectively, will illustrate the difference in question
(the representation of the examples is partly adjusted in the interest of clarity).
(1)

Àn-nɑ́=gɛ
Man-HUM.SG=DEF
‘The man is small.’

dɑ̀gí=ɲ̀
small=COP

(2)

sgi-ohlgi=ju
2>1-understand:PRC=Q
‘Do you understand me?’

The phonetic realization of the Tommo So definite marker comes about via “interpolation,”
whereby the tonal value of the element to its left is copied, except when it has an H to the left and
an L to the right (as in [1]), in which case the tone on gɛ is the halfway point between H and L.
Obviously, gɛ is phonologically dependent on its surrounding elements; it cannot surface without
them. Meanwhile, the Cherokee interrogative marker ju shows no phonological interaction with
other elements, and the fact that it is toneless and unstressed is part of its lexical specification. It
occurs in this exact phonological form with any kind of collocate (cf. Montgomery-Anderson
2015: 196-198) and is therefore both segmentally and suprasegmentally independent.
Following the approach proposed here, gɛ is a clitic, but ju is not. While Zwicky (1977: 6)
acknowledges a distinction between clitics and unaccented words, he cautions against the notion
of “particles” (cf. Zwicky 1985). However, given that particles are defined as morphosyntactically
invariant (e.g., Crystal 2008: 352) and there is a strong cross-linguistic overlap between uninflected and unstressed/toneless elements, I suggest that the term “particle” is nevertheless appropriate for items like ju (cf. also Forker 2013: 412). The difference between clitics and particles
then comes down to the fact that, in terms of prosody, the combination of a particle and a content
word is the sum of its parts, whereas a host impacts the shape of its clitic (or vice versa, or both).
This conceptual distinction has the benefit of greatly reducing the number of alleged clitics,
i.e., of challenges to the idea of wordhood. Put differently, separating particles from clitics provides support for the assumption that the word is indeed a descriptively robust unit and a crucial
tier in the structural hierarchy (e.g., Blevins 2016; pace Haspelmath 2011). Examples to buttress
this argument will be drawn from a balanced worldwide sample of 60 (mostly under-documented)
languages.

